
Unmatched Expertise and Experience

The NES Financial exchange team delivers unmatched levels of expertise. With strong backgrounds in banking, finance 
and other key market sectors, our team offers unparalleled levels of experience with complex 1031 transactions. NES 
Financial’s in-house counsel team provides unrivaled levels of tax experience and is led by our General Counsel, 
who helped develop significant 1031 guidance during her tenure at the IRS National Office. The unsurpassed level 
of expertise allows execution of the most intricate 1031 exchanges in the industry including, forward exchanges and 
reverse exchanges.

The Highest Degree of Transactional Transparency

NES Financial provides 24/7 account visibility through a fully secure, password-protected client portal. Clients have 
24/7 access to real-time account information and can view an audit trail detailing every step of the exchange process 
including documentation. Accessible account information, digital document archiving and full audit trail capabilities 
demonstrate NES Financial’s unmatched commitment to transactional transparency. 

Solid Security and Proactive Safeguards

Security of client funds is a top priority at NES Financial. NES Financial has put in place the following safeguards, 
designed to maximize funds security:

• Dual authorization is required for disbursements from exchange accounts
• Exchange funds are placed in a separate Qualified Escrow or Qualified Trust account for each exchanger
• Exchange funds are held only in FDIC insured, fully liquid accounts at highly rated banks
• Client funds are never commingled in operating accounts
• Errors and omissions insurance is provided
• Fidelty bond coverage is provided

1031 Tax-Deferred
Exchange Solutions

NES Financial provides the highest level of funds security, transactional 
transparency, and regulatory compliance for Internal Revenue Code Section 
1031 Like-Kind Exchange solutions. NES Financial facilitates more exchange 
solutions for Fortune 500 companies than any other Qualified Intermediary 
(QI), safely processing over $85 billion of exchange transactions annually. As 
an industry leading QI, NES Financial has continuously raised the bar for the 
highest standards of security, transparency, and compliance in the industry.



Comprehensive, Voluntary, and Regulatory Compliance

Each year, NES Financial voluntarily subjects its core financial processes, 
accounting practices, reporting, technology, and documentation to an in-
depth review by a major U.S. accounting firm. NES Financial defines the most 
rigorous audit conditions in the industry and meets SOC 1 Type 2 certification 
guidelines, the same level needed to obtain a federal bank charter. This 
unsurpassed level of compliance makes NES Financial uniquely qualified to 
serve the needs of companies that must comply with the requirements of 
Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the Bank Secrecy Act, USA PATRIOT 
Act, Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (privacy provisions), and other important 
financial regulatory statutes. 

Industry-Leading Administration Platform

NES Financial provides an innovative technology platform allowing increased 
security, transparency, and compliance. The proprietary NES Financial 
eSTAC® platform streamlines exchange processes and helps prevent loss 
of funds due to error, mismanagement, or negligence. The eSTAC® platform 
allows real-time web-based access using the latest encryption technologies. 
This ensures greater level of transparency for all exchange parties. eSTAC® 
is highly scalable and designed specifically to increase the efficiency and 
security of the administration of complex financial transactions.

About NES Financial

NES Financial provides technology-enabled services for the efficient middle- 
and back-office administration of highly specialized financial transactions. 
Their technology-enabled solutions include EB-5 administration, 1031 
exchanges, and private equity fund administration services. Many of the 
world’s largest financial institutions and corporations rely on their proprietary 
technology, unparalleled expertise, and outstanding services to ensure the 
secure, transparent, and compliant management of funds while also lowering 
operational costs, reducing risk, and improving ROI. For more information, 
please visit www.nesfinancial.com.
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